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Why Not Adopt?

• People do not care about the risk

• People do not know about the risk 
• But would care

• People know and care
• But cannot use



Testing the 
Possibilities

Don’t care?       
Communicate the benefits.

Don’t know?  Communicate 
the risks.

Can’t use?                    
Usable design and guidance
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A Physical Token 
to Control 
Account Access



Yubico Security Keys 

Cryptographically 
strong

Interoperable

Physically with 
any USB port

Operationally 
with any site  

(Duo)
Simple human 

interaction
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Usability and Acceptability



Usability  Checklist for 
Security: Norcie & Camp

• Installation procedes operation

• Ensure acurate awareness of trade-offs

• Say why, not how



Usability  Checklist: Molich & 
Neilson

• Simple, natural dialogues

• Speaker the user’s language

• Minimize the memory load

• Be consistent

• Provide Feedback

• Clearly Mark exits

• Shortcuts

• Good error messages



Checklist for 2FA: Stajano 

• Secure

• Memoryless

• Scalable

• Loss resistant

• Theft resistant

• Security key does introduce a physical burden, it is 

lightweight, and is physically effortless
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Lang et al. refer to the use of a security key as “brainless”

Juan Lang et al. “Security Keys: Practical Cryptographic Second Factors for the Modern Web”. In: Financial Cryptography and Data Security. Financial Cryptography and Data Security. (Accra Beach Hotel & Spa, Barbados, Feb. 22–26, 2016). International Financial 
Cryptography Association. Feb. 2016. url: http://fc16.ifca.ai/preproceedings/25_ Lang.pdf. 
Juan Lang et al. Security Keys: Practical Cryptographic Second Factors for the Modern Web. 2016



On Methods
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Methods for Usability Evaluations
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Cognitive Walkthrough

Facilitated Brainstorming

Focus Group



Method: Cognitive Walkthrough

• The designer pretends to be a user

• Are the correct options visible and available?

• What is required of the user to find the options?

• How are the options associated with the goal?

• Are the correct actions clear?

• Do the correct actions illustrate progress towards the goal?

• Are there stop points?

• Generate success and failure cases



Method: Facilitated 
Brainstorming
• Can include designers and users

• Pretend to be user

• Use and refine

• Both for research protocols and products



Method: Focus Group

• Not the designers!

• Concerns of designers

• Test technology

• Refine experimental protocol

• Source for survey questions



Method: Think 
Aloud Protocol

• Task analysis

• Ask what they are doing

• Identify stop points

• Mitigate & continue

• Ideally matches your cognitive 
walk-though

• Never actually will



Method: Interviews

• Open discussion

• Question and answer

• Closed: pre-determined questions

• Open: questions arise during interview
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Lost and Confused



Two Phases
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Phase-I

Phase-II



Identical Experimental Protocol

Initial Survey
Think Aloud 

Protocol
Exit Survey

Qualitative 
Analysis 

Recommendations
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Initial Survey
Think Aloud 

Protocol
Exit Survey

Qualitative 
Analysis 

Recommendations

Phase 1

Phase 2

Some  Adopted



Pre-survey Expertise,  
Demographics, Experience

• I often ask others for help with the computer.

• Do you know any computer programming 

languages?

• Have you ever suffered data loss for any reason? 

(ex. Hacking, data corruption, hard drive failure.)
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Rajivan, P., Moriano, P., Kelley, T., & Camp, L. J. (2016). What Can Johnny Do?–Factors in an End-User Expertise Instrument. In HAISA (pp. 199-208).



Instructions Yubico Google



Reasons for 
the interview

Participant perceptions of key utility

Ensure that we would not harm the 
participants by locking them out of their 
accounts

Ensure that they had the contact 
information of the team and a specific 
researcher before they left

Offer them the security keys as a token 
of appreciation for their participation



Follow-up 
Survey

No one responded or showed any 
sign of using the Yubico security 
keys

Many discarded the security keys 
after the survey

They discussed they do not find 
any value by using the keys to 
secure their accounts



Participant Choices

• Participants dropped keys into handy 
“free stuff” bin 

• None reported continuing use after 
the study
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Participant 
Evaluation

People Don’t 
Know

“No, my password is secure enough and alerts are 
active.”

“Why is it still asking for a password?”

“use it out of curiosity, [as it] might not be practical.”

well… I don’t really understand the point of the key if I 
still need to enter my username and password.”

“Probably not [on] gmail is not important. Would have 
used for work”.

“For my use, No, it is inconvenient to use. The reason 
is that I don’t have any sensitive information.”



Analysis

Transcription

Think aloud results

Interview questions

Qualitative coding

Three independent coders

Create code book from 
identified themes

Set of themes or codes to 
represent all notable data 

Qualitative clustering

Halt Point: can not move 
forward without help

Confusion Point: slowed 
and asked for help

Value perception: benefit, 
cost, or risk 

Results

Analysis: coding allows 
quantitative as well as 
qualitative

Discussion: return to 
transcripts for nuance

Recommendations
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Recommendations



Phase- I security 
key comparisons
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Old Setup 
Instructions
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The Yubico security key is a 2FA device designed to be user friendly. We examined the usability of the device by implementing a think-aloud protocol, 
and documented the halt and confusion points. We provided this analysis to Yubico, who implemented many of the recommended changes. We then 
repeated the study in the same context; noting significant improvements in usability. However, increase in usability did not affect the acceptability of 
the device, affecting the prolonged usage of the device. In both phases we interviewed the study participants about the acceptability of the device, 
finding similar concerns about lack of benefits and the invisibility of risk. A source of opposition to adoption is the concern for loss of access, with 
participants prioritizing availability over confidentiality. Another concern is that these do not lessen or simplify interaction with services as passwords 
are still required. We close with open questions for additional research, and further recommendations to encourage online safety through the 
adoption of 2FA.
We analyzed acceptability and usability of the Yubico security key, a Two Factor Authentication (2FA) hardware token implementing FIDO. This token 
has notable usability attributes: tactile interaction, convenient form factor, physical resilience, and the design goal of ease of use. Despite the Yubico 
security key being among best in class for usability, participants in a think-aloud protocol still encountered several difficulties in use. Based on these 
findings, we proposed design changes, some of which Yubico adopted. We repeated the experiment, showing that these recommendations 
enhanced ease of use but not necessarily acceptability. With the primary halt points mitigated, we could identify the principal remaining reasons for 
rejecting 2FA. These reasons were the fear of losing the device and perceptions that there is no individual risk of account takeover. Our results 
illustrate both the importance and limits of usability on acceptability, adoption, and adherence in two-factor authentication.
%The risk of loss of availability was perceived as greater than the risk of loss of control.  Participants believed that their passwords were strong 
enough, and that their accounts were sufficiently secured by their own acumen.  We report on both experiments, and detail the progress between 
them. Our results illustrate both the importance and limits of usability on acceptability, adoption, and adherence in two-factor authentication. 
Specifically, we implemented a think-aloud protocol to identify stop points, perceived benefits, and perceived costs. We reported the findings along 
with recommendations to Yubico and documented the consequent changes for a second iteration of the study implementing these modifications. We 
focused on participants with above average technical literacy by recruiting students from STEM degree programs. Our goal was to identify difficulties 
that might be barriers to Adoption for technically literate participants, particularly those who were likely to use GitHub, DropBox, or other sharing 
platforms.  
We conducted the entire experiment in two-phases. In both the phases we asked the participants to configure a FIDO U2F security key for their 
Google account. Significant improvements in usability were noted in Phase-II over Phase-I. However, the overall acceptability did not change. 
Subsequently, we provided additional recommendations, such as confirmation of successful completion of the login, and the need to communicate 
the benefits of the device.Our contributions are the specific suggestions for Yubico, the instrument we developed for evaluating perceived costs and 
benefits, the coding for these results, and the final analysis indicating the primary reasons for individuals not adopting 2FA. The specific suggestions 
are immediately applicable. The coding of the results allows for construction of multiple choice or other easier to scale instruments for evaluation 



Recommendations-
Phase-I

Finding instructions

Demo versus reality

Device identification

Biometric versus touch

Confirmation of operation

Communicate the benefit

Communicating the risks
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Phase- II security key comparisons
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Instruction modifications
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User Approval and Device Use

Enter username and 
password in the login 
field of any app that 
supports FIDO U2F.

1

Insert the Security 
Key in a USB port 
with the gold side 
up.

2

Touch the gold 
button on the 
Security Key to 
generate the secure 
login credentials.

3
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Results



Halt
Points
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Confusion
Points
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Kruskal-Wallis
Test
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Recommendations- Phase-II

Finding instructions

Demo versus reality

Correctly identifying the device

Biometric versus touch

Confirmation of operation

Communicate the Intrinsic Benefit

Communicating the risk



Recommendations- Phase-II

Finding instructions

Demo versus reality

Correctly identifying the device

Biometric versus touch

Confirmation of operation

Communicate the Intrinsic Benefit

Communicating the risks
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Risk Communication



Risk Communication 
for Actual Humans



Design for Humans Requires Designing for 
Humans

Smoking is a factor which contributes to lung cancer. Most cancers that start in lung, known as 
primary lung cancers, are carcinomas that derive from epithelial cells. Depending on the type of 
tumor, so-called paraneoplastic phenomena may initially attract attention to the disease. In lung 
cancer, these phenomena may include Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (muscle weakness 
due to auto-antibodies), hypercalcemia, or syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone 
(SIADH). Tumors in the top (apex) of the lung, known as Pancoast tumors, may invade the local part 
of the sympathetic nervous system, leading to changed sweating patterns and eye muscle 
problems (a combination known as Horner's syndrome) as well as muscle weakness in the hands 
due to invasion of the brachial plexus.
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Summarize, Simplify Risks



Use Mental Models

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIYINvH62ZYhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zicpivBH8p8



Clear, Urgent Communication

Multiple CPU Hardwares Information Disclosure Vulnerability: CVE-2017-5753



Visceral Risk 
Communication
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Password
Behavior
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Visceral Risk Communication
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Takeaways

Providing the technology is not enough

Communicate why 

Risk communication for motivation

Periodic positive feedback 
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Future Work

Vulnerable populations

Short targeted benefit 
communication

Multilevel access with 
2FA
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Secure
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Safe
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Clean
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Usablesecurity.net


